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October 31, 2014 
 
Ms. Tracy Coenen 
Sequence Inc. 
310 East Buffalo Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
via email tracy@sequenceinc.com and USPS mail 
 
This letter is intended to comply with Florida Statutes Chapter 770 and Sec. 770.02, and I respectfully 
request that Sequence Inc. / Ms. Tracy Coenen retract the blog posting and its defamatory 
statements in your September 22, 2014 posting entitled Roca Labs Weight Loss Scam 
(http://www.sequenceinc.com/fraudfiles/2014/09/roca-labs-weight-loss-scam/).  This letter is sent in 
an abundance of caution as we do not believe that either Sequence, Inc. or Ms. Coenen is a media 
company.  
 
The article makes numerous false and defamatory statements including but not limited to: 

1. Roca Labs Weight Loss Scam 
2. Roca Labs sells a weight loss product that may be viewed as a scam 
3. Basically, you will be eating a jar of goop that might expand and make you feel full-ish. All for 

the low, low price of $480 or (probably) more. This is not the only snake oil of its kind out there. 
4. I am sure there are many people who have not had success, and have wasted a lot of money 

trying. (They could drink a bunch of water, virtually for free, and probably have better results!) 
5. Does that sound like an upstanding company that stands behind its safe and reliable product? 

Or does that sound like a disreputable company, producing tubs of snake oil (or snake goop, 
as it were), and which knows that too much truth will hurt its fly-by-night bottom line? Roca 
Labs is desperately trying to force a cone of silence over each and every customer that 
discovers that Roca Labs’ product is not only a specious remedy for their weight issues, but a 
potential cause of additional health problems. Plaintiff, desperate to sell as many of its tubs of 
goo to the public as it can before regulatory agencies come knocking does its best to bully its 
former customers into silence. 

6. The Roca Labs home page lists seven surgeries that it says it is an alternative to… except that 
can’t possibly be true. The Roca Labs  product is goop that you ingest to make you feel full 
(supposedly).  It can’t possibly be an alternative to a tummy tuck (which removes excess fat 
and skin) or liposuction (which removes excess fat). The Roca Labs product doesn’t remove 



anything from your body, so it is clear that they home page (the first point of contact for many) 
is already dishonest. 

 
Please provide your factual basis for these false statements or comply with Florida statutes chapter 
770.  In the event that a retraction is not undertaken in the time allocated by law, we will take all 
necessary and appropriate legal action to protect the rights of Roca Labs. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
 
Paul Berger, Esq. 
Independent General Counsel 
Roca Labs 
  


